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RECIPROCALLY RELATIVITY OF NONINERTIAL FRAMES:
QUANTUM MECHANICS
STEPHEN G. LOW
Abstrat. Noninertial transformations on time-position-momentum-energy
spae {t, q, p, e} with invariant Born-Green metri ds2 = −dt2 + 1
c2
dq2 +
1
b2
(dp2 − 1
c2
de2) and the sympleti metri −de ∧ dt + dp ∧ dq are studied.
This U1, 3) group of transformations ontains the Lorentz group as the iner-
tial speial ase and in the limit of small fores and veloities, redues to the
expeted Hamilton transformations leaving invariant the sympleti metri
and the nonrelativisti line element ds2 = −dt2. The U(1, 3) transformations
bound relative veloities by c and relative fores by b. Spaetime is no longer
an invariant subspae but is relative to noninertial observer frames. In the
limit of b→∞, spaetime is invariant. Born was lead to the metri by a on-
ept of reiproity between position and momentum degrees of freedom and
for this reason we all this reiproal relativity.
For large b, suh eets will almost ertainly only manifest in a quantum
regime. Wigner showed that speial relativisti quantum mehanis follows
from the projetive representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. Pro-
jetive representations of a Lie group are equivalent to the unitary representa-
tions of its entral extension. The same method of projetive representations
for the inhomogeneous U(1, 3) group is used to dene the quantum theory
in the noninertial ase. The entral extension of the inhomogeneous U(1, 3)
group is the over of the quapleti group Q(1, 3) = U(1, 3)⊗s H(4). H(4) is
the Weyl-Heisenberg group. The H(4) group, and the assoiated Heisenberg
ommutation relations entral to quantum mehanis, results diretly from re-
quiring projetive representations. A set of seond order wave equations result
from the representations of the Casimir operators.
1. Introdution
1.1. Speial relativity transformations. Speial relativity denes transforma-
tions between inertial frames in spaetime. For simpliity of exposition, let us start
by onsidering the one dimensional ase, {t, q} ∈ M ≃ R2, for whih the global
transforms on time and position are
t˜ = γ◦(v)
(
t+
v
c2
q
)
, q˜ = γ◦(v) (q + vt) . (1)
with
γ◦(v) =
(
1− v
2
c2
)−1/2
(2)
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These transformations at loally on the frames {dt, dq} in the otangent vetor
spae
dt˜ = γ◦(v)
(
dt+ vc2 dq
)
,
dq˜ = γ◦(v) (dq + vdt) .
(3)
The orresponding transforms at on momentum-energy spae {p, e} ∈ M˜ ≃ R2
p˜ = γ◦(v)
(
p+
v
c2
e
)
, e˜ = γ◦(v) (e+ vp) . (4)
In the neighborhood of an inertial frame, the loal expressions in terms of the frame
{dp, de} in the otangent vetor spae is
dp˜ = γ◦(v)
(
dp+ vc2 de
)
,
de˜ = γ◦(v) (de+ vdp) .
(5)
These transformations leave invariant the orthogonal metris dening the line ele-
ments
ds2 = −dt2 + 1
c2
dq2, dµ2 = dp2 − 1
c2
de2. (6)
SpaetimeM and momentum-energy spae M˜may be ombined to form the time-
position-momentum-energy spae P ≃M⊗M˜ ≃ R4 and the above expressions (3,5)
may be regarded as ating on frames dz = {dt, dq, dp, de} ∈ T ∗zP in the otangent
vetor spae of P where z = {t, q, p, e} ∈ P. The line elements1 given in (6)
are dened on this spae that ontinue to be invariant under the ation of (3,5).
Additionally, there is a sympleti metri ζ = −de ∧ dt + dp ∧ dq that is invariant
under these transforms.
The line elements ds2 and dµ2 are invariant under SO(1, 1) ⊗ SO(1, 1)2. The
sympleti metri ζ is invariant under the sympleti group Sp(4). Transforma-
tions leaving both the line elements and the sympleti metri invariant are in the
intersetion of these of these two groups
(SO(1, 1)⊗ SO(1, 1)) ∩ Sp(4) ≃ SO(1, 1). (7)
This SO(1, 1) group is the group of loal inertial anonial3 transformations on
T ∗zP. Elements in the group may be written as the 4× 4 real matrix group Λ(v)
with transformations
dz˜ =
∂z˜
∂z
dz = Λ(v)dz, (8)
(using matrix notation,) where the matries are expliitly
Λ(v) = γ◦(v)


1 vc2 0 0
v 1 0 0
0 0 1 vc2
0 0 v 1

 . (9)
It is the sympleti ondition in (7) that requires that the veloity parameter
for the independent SO(1, 1) groups in the diret produt to be the same. The
transformations by Λ(v) in (8) are the transformations given in (3,5). The group
1
The omponent matrix of the line elements are singular and therefore these line elements do
not dene metris on T ∗zP.
2
Eah line element is atually invariant under O(1, 1). This group is required in the quantum
ase.
3
Transformations leaving the sympleti metri invariant are generally referred to as anonial.
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multipliation law is the usual relation for the addition of veloities in this one
dimensional ase of speial relativity
Λ(v) · Λ(v˜) = Λ( v + v˜
1 + vv˜/c2
). (10)
Time is relative to the inertial observer in speial relativity. There is no absolute
rest frame. However, impliit in the restrition that these transformations are valid
only between inertial observers is the assumption of an absolute inertial frame that
all observers agree on. The veloity addition law ensures that the addition of
veloities is bounded by c.
The above disussion generalizes straightforwardly to the 1+3 dimensional ase
for whih the group dened in (7) beomes
(SO(1, 3)⊗ SO(1, 3)) ∩ Sp(8) ≃ SO(1, 3). (11)
All of the groups in this expression are matrix groups and therefore the group
elements are onveniently realized as 8 dimensional matries.
1.2. Nonrelativisti inertial transformations: Hamilton's equations. The
nonrelativisti limit is the ase where v/c→ 0 or equivalently c→∞. In this limit,
(3) and (5) redue to
dt˜ = dt,
dq˜ = dq + vdt,
dp˜ = dp,
de˜ = de + vdp,
(12)
and in the limit c→∞ the line elements in (6) redue to
ds2 = −dt2, dµ2 = dp2. (13)
The sympleti metri ζ is not aeted by the limit and ontinues to be an
invariant of the transformations. The group leaving both these invariant is the
ontration of the one dimensional Lorentz group to the Eulidean group.
lim
c→∞
SO(1, 1) = E(1) ≃ T (1). (14)
As the one dimensional Eulidean group is the translation group, the ontration
of the matrix realization in (7) is
Φ(v) = lim
c→∞
Γ(v) =


1 0 0 0
v 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 v 1

 . (15)
This satises the group omposition law for translation group, Φ(v˜) ·Φ(v) = Φ(v˜+
v).
The transformations in (12) are the anonial transformations between inertial
frames in non-relativisti Hamilton mehanis. Beause time in is an invariant of
these transformations, we say that time is invariant or absolute; all inertial observers
agree on the denition of the time subspae of this time-position-momentum-energy
spae. Veloity is simply additive and is unbounded. It follows from the transfor-
mations that there is a speial frame that is an absolute inertial rest frame.
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The anonial transformations in the nonrelativisti limit may be integrated to
determine the transformations z˜a = fa(z),
dz˜a =
∂fa(z)
∂zb
dzb = [Φ(v)]
a
bdz
b,
∂fa(z)
∂zb
= [Φ(v)]
a
b . (16)
To expliitly ompute these partials of fa(t, q, p, e) with z = {t, q, p, e}, use the
form of Φ(v) given in (22). The diagonal elements are the boundary onditions
∂f1
∂t
= 1,
∂f2
∂q
= 1,
∂f3
∂p
= 1,
∂f4
∂e
= 1, (17)
and the remaining nonzero terms are Hamilton's equation for the veloity
∂f2
∂t
= v =
∂f4
∂p
. (18)
All other partials are zero, inluding what would be the seond of Hamilton's equa-
tions for fores, as one would expet for an inertial transformation
∂f3
∂t
= f = 0 = −∂f
4
∂q
,
∂f4
∂t
= r = 0. (19)
These nonrelativisti equations may be integrated, negleting trivial onstants, to
dene the inertial anonial transformations z˜a = fa(z).
t˜ = f1(t, q, p, t) = t,
q˜ = f2(t, q, p, t) = q + q(t) = q + vt,
p˜ = f3(t, q, p, t) = p,
e˜ = f4(t, q, p, t) = e+H(p).
(20)
Then, (18,19) are
dq(t)
dt
= v =
∂H
∂p
,
dp(t)
dt
= f = −∂H
∂q
,
∂H
∂t
= r. (21)
with f = r = 0 for this inertial ase.
1.3. Nonrelativisti noninertial transformations: Hamilton's equations.
Hamilton's equations and the orresponding anonial transformations are generally
valid for noninertial transformations where fores are non-zero. A frame assoiated
with an arbitrary partile obeying Hamilton's equations is generally noninertial. In
this ase, the equations in (19) are no longer zero and onsequently the matrix
(15) beomes
Φ(v, f, r) =


1 0 0 0
v 1 0 0
f 0 1 0
r −f v 1

 . (22)
By diret matrix multipliation, it may be veried that this is a matrix group
with produt
4
Φ(v˜, f˜ , r˜) · Φ(v, f, r) = Φ(v + v˜, f + f˜ , r + r˜ + vf˜ − f v˜). (23)
4
This is the group omposition law for the Weyl-Heisenberg group. The reason for this is
disussed following (45)
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We all this group the Hamilton group Ha(1). This leads to the set of transforma-
tions dz˜ = Φ(v, f, r)dz that are expliitly
dt˜ = dt,
dq˜ = dq + vdt,
dp˜ = dp+ fdt,
de˜ = de + vdp− fdq + rdt.
(24)
These leave invariant the line element ds2 = −dt2 and the sympleti metri
ζ = −de ∧ dt + dp ∧ dq. As expeted, the line element dµ2 = dp2 is no longer an
invariant. Again, these may be integrated to give
t˜ = f1(t, q, p, t) = t,
q˜ = f2(t, q, p, t) = q + q(t),
p˜ = f3(t, q, p, t) = p+ p(t),
e˜ = f4(t, q, p, t) = e+H(p, q, t),
(25)
Using (16) this diretly results in Hamilton's equations that are given in (21) with
f, r not neessarily zero
Alternatively, one an start from the assumption that the line element ds2 =
−dt2 and the sympleti metri are invariant and arrive at the matrix group (22).
This, in turn, leads diretly to the transformation equations (24,25) and Hamilton's
equations (21).
This establishes the equivalene of the formulations. These equations and argu-
ments readily generalize to 3 spaial dimensions.
The transformations in (20, 24) are the anonial transformations between frames
that are generally noninertial for non-relativisti Hamilton mehanis. As in the
inertial ase, time in is an invariant of these transformations and so we say that
time is invariant or absolute. All observers agree on the denition of the time sub-
spae of this time-position-momentum-energy spae. Veloity is simply additive
and is unbounded. Fore is simply additive and unbounded. It follows from the
transformations that there is a speial frame that is an absolute inertial rest frame.
1.4. Noninertial relativisti transformations. The Lorentz group is the group
of transformations between inertial frames in speial relativity. Hamilton's group
is the group of noninertial transformations in nonrelativisti Hamilton's mehanis.
Both of these groups leave invariant the sympleti metri ζ and are therefore are
subgroups of the sympleti group. Again, speial relativity leaves invariant the
line elements
ds2 = −dt2 + 1
c2
dq2, dµ2 = dp2 − 1
c2
de2 (26)
whereas Hamilton's equations leaves invariant the nonrelativisti line element ds2 =
−dt2. We are looking for the group of transformations that redues to the speial
relativisti transformations in the speial ase of inertial frames. Furthermore in
the limit of small veloities and small fores, it must ontrat to Hamilton's group
(22). A group with this property follows diretly by ombining the degenerate
orthogonal line elements into the single orthogonal Born-Green metri [1℄
ds2 = −dt2 + 1
c2
dq2 +
1
b2
(
dp2 − 1
c2
de2
)
(27)
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b is a universal onstant, and together with c, and ~, denes a dimensional basis5
with sales
λt =
√
~
bc
, λq =
√
~c
b
, λp =
√
~b
c
, λe =
√
~bc. (28)
The group that leaves this orthogonal metri invariant is O(2, 2). The sympleti
metri ζ ontinues to be invariant. The group of transformations leaving both
the orthogonal and sympleti metri invariant is
O(2, 2) ∩ Sp(4) ≃ U(1, 1). (29)
The unitary group is basi to the quantum formulation. Again, as in (7), in the las-
sial ase, only the speial orthogonal metri needs to be onsidered and therefore
SO(2, 2) ∩ Sp(4) ≃ SU(1, 1). (30)
The group elements of SU(1, 1) may be realized as the matries Γ(v, f, r)
Γ(v, f, r) = γ(v, f, r)


1 vc2
f
b2 − rb2c2
v 1 rb2
−f
b2
f − rc2 1 vc2
r −f v 1

 , (31)
with γ(v, f, r) = (1 − v2/c2 − f2/b2+r2/b2c2)−1/2.
1.4.1. Reiproal relativity transformation equations. This group denes the trans-
formations dz˜ = Γ(v, f, r)dz that are expliitly
dt˜ = γ(dt+ vc2 dq +
f
b2 dp− rb2c2 de),
dq˜ = γ(dq + vdt+ rb2 dp− fb2 de).
dp˜ = γ(dp+ fdt− rc2 dq + vc2 de),
de˜ = γ(de + vdp− fdq + rdt).
(32)
The group omposition law between three frames is
Γ(v′′, f ′′, r′′) · Γ(v′, f ′, r′) = Γ(v, f, r) (33)
with v = gv(v
′, v′′, f ′, f ′′, r′, r′′), f = gf (v
′, v′′, f ′, f ′′, r′, r′′) and r = gr(v
′, v′′, f ′, f ′′, r′, r′′)
where these are given by
v =
(
v′′ + v′+ 1b2 (r
′f ′′ − f ′r′′)) /(1 + v′v′′c2 + f ′f ′′b2 − r′r′′b2c2
)
,
f =
(
f ′′ + f ′+ 1c2 (−r′v′′ + v′r′′)
)
/
(
1 + v
′v′′
c2 +
f ′f ′′
b2 − r
′r′′
b2c2
)
,
r = (r′′ + r′ − f ′v′′ + v′f ′′) /
(
1 + v
′v′′
c2 +
f ′f ′′
b2 − r
′r′′
b2c2
) (34)
Proper aeleration at a spei moment is dened relative to a frame that
may be taken to be (v′′, f ′′, r′′) with (dv′′, df ′′, dr′′) = 0 [2℄. The primed frame is
momentarily loally inertially at rest relative to this frame, (v′, f ′, r′) = 0, but has
5G is usually used as the third dimensional onstant, G = αG
c4
b
. If αG turns out to be unity,
then these are the usual Plank sales.
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non-zero derivatives (dv′, df ′, dr′). Therefore, from (34), at this moment, (v ,f , r) =
(v′′, f ′′, r′′). Then, taking the derivative of (33) with these onditions gives
dv =
(
1− v2c2
)
dv′ + 1b2
((
f + rvc2
)
dr′ − (r + fv) df ′) ,
df =
(
1− f2b2
)
df ′ + 1c2
((
−v + frb2
)
dr′ + (r − fv) dv′
)
,
dr =
(
1 + r
2
b2c2
)
dr′ −
(
v + frb2
)
df ′ +
(
f − vrc2
)
dv′.
(35)
Noting that dt′ = γ(v, f, r)
−1
dt, the derivative with respet to dt may be omputed
and the equations inverted to yield the transformation of proper aeleration and
impulse
dv′
dt′ = γ(v, f, r)
3
(
dv
dt +
1
b2
(
f drdt − r dfdt
))
,
df ′
dt′ = γ(v, f, r)
3
((
df
dt +
1
c2
(
v drdt − r dvdt
))
,
dr′
dt′ = γ(v, f, r)
3
(
dr
dt − f dvdt + v dfdt
)
.
(36)
These transformations have the property that for inertial transformations where
f = r = 0, that Γ(v, 0, 0) = Λ(v) where Λ(v) is the speial relativity transformation
in (9). The speial ase f = r = 0 of the veloity transformation (34) and proper
aeleration (36) are
v = g◦v(v
′, v′′) = (v′ + v′′) /
(
1 + v
′v′′
c2
)
,
dv′
dt′ = γ
◦(v)
3 dv
dt ,
(37)
where γ(v, 0, 0) = γ◦(v) is dened in (2). In this ase, the veloity transformation
is idential to the usual speial relativity expression (10) and proper aeleration
expression in (37) are as expeted in [2℄
Null surfaes separate timelike from spaelike trajetories. In one dimensional
speial relativity, these are simply the ones
1
c2 dq
2 = dt2 or v = ±c. It follows
diretly that the veloity addition law has the xed point v = g◦v(v, v)|v=±c. A
xed point surfae for the noninertial transformations (34) that have the property
that v = gv(v , v, f, f, r, r), f = gf(v , v, f, f, r, r) and r = gr(v , v, f, f, r, r) is
6
v2
c2
+
f2
b2
= 1, r = 0. (38)
In this ase, the four dimensional (q, p, e, t) spae may be visualized as three dimen-
sional slies (q, p, t) with e onstant. The null surfaes are the ones 1c2 dq
2+ 1b2 dp
2 =
dt2. In the inertial ase with dp = 0, these redue to the speial relativity ase
v = ±c. There is the orresponding ase where the veloity is zero where f = ±b.
Time is learly not an invariant subspae of the transformations and therefore
time is relative to the observer frame as is the ase in speial relativity. In addi-
tion, these transformations do not have position-time (or spaetime) as an invariant
subspae of the group of transformations. This means that spaetime is relative
to the frames of noninertial observers. These eets beome signiant for relative
fores between partile states that are large and approah the limiting value b or-
responding to the extreme noninertial ase. Thus, we have the phenomena that
the transformations mix the time-position with the energy-momentum degrees of
freedom. Spaetime itself has beome relative.
6
Additional branhes of the null surfae exist for whih r 6= 0 that require further investigation
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1.4.2. Speial relativity and nonrelativisti limits. The speial relativisti limit is
the ase where fores are small relative to the sale b, f/b→ 0 . This is equivalent
to the limit, b → ∞. In this limit, the Born-Green line element dened in (27)
redues to the relativisti line element in (26), −dt2 + 1c2 dq2. Furthermore, the
transformation equations (32) with the orresponding veloity and proper aeler-
ation equations given in (37)
dt˜ = γ◦(dt+ vc2 dq),
dq˜ = γ◦(dq + vdt).
dp˜ = γ◦(dp+ fdt+ 1c2 (vde − rdq)),
de˜ = γ◦(de + vdp− fdq + rdt).
(39)
This denes the matrix group
lim
b→∞
Γ(v, f, r) = Γ◦(v, f, r) = γ◦(v)


1 vc2 0 0
v 1 0 0
f − rc2 1 vc2
r −f v 1

 , (40)
The orresponding veloity transformation that is obtained from the group omposi-
tion law Γ◦(v′′, f ′′, r′′) ·Γ◦(v′, f ′, r′) = Γ◦(v, f, r) and proper aeleration equations
are of the form given in (37). In addition, the fore and power transformations are
the expeted
f = g◦f (v
′, v′′, f ′, f ′′, r′, r′′) =
(
f ′′ + f ′+ 1c2 (v
′r′′ − r′v′′)) /(1 + v′v′′c2
)
,
r = g◦r(v
′, v′′, f ′, f ′′, r′, r′′) = (r′′ + r′−f ′v′′ + v′f ′′) /
(
1 + v
′v′′
c2
)
.
(41)
The nonrelativisti limit is now both small veloities, v/c→0, and small fores,
f/b → 0. This is equivalent to the limit b, c → ∞. In this limit, the Born-Green
line element ds2 dened in (27) redues to the nonrelativisti line element (13).
Furthermore,
lim
b,c→∞
Γ(v, f, r) = Φ(v, f, r), (42)
and therefore the transformations redue in this limit to Hamilton's equations and
the assoiated transformations (24).
These equations may readily be generalized to the 1 + 3 dimensional ase in
whih ase the group is [3℄
SO(2, 6) ∩ Sp(8) ≃ SU(1, 3). (43)
The speial relativity limiting form is
lim
b→∞
SU(1, 3) = SO(1, 3)⊗s Ab(4) (44)
where Ab(4) is a 4(4 + 1)/2 = 10 dimensional abelian group whose generators
transform under the ation of the Lorentz generators as a (0,2) symmetri tensor
and physially orrespond to fore-power stress.
Again, in the speial relativisti limit with b→ ∞, the position-time degrees of
freedom no longer mix with the energy-momentum degrees of freedom and an abso-
lute position-time, or spaetime, subspae that all observers agree on is reovered.
This is analogous to the reovery of an absolute onept of time in the c→∞ limit
of speial relativity.
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The nonrelativisti limiting form is
lim
c,b→∞
SU(1, 3) = Ha(3) = SO(3)⊗s H(3) (45)
where H(3) is the Weyl-Heisenberg group. (Equation (17) in [3℄). Note that the
orresponding limit b, c → ∞ of SU(1, 1) is H(1) and therefore Ha(1) ≃ H(1) as
given in (22, 23).
b is dened in terms of G as b = αG
c4
G ≈ (1044N) αG . If αG is within a few
orders of unity, then the fores at whih this ours are very large. Suh fores
between partile states would exist is the very early universe where interations are
very strong and frames are strongly noninertial.
Born [1, 4℄[1℄was led to the Born-Green metri through a priniple of reiproity
that sought to make the form of the physial equations invariant under the trans-
form {q, p} → {p,−q} and {t, e} → {−e, t} [5℄. It an be veried that these
transforms are a disrete automorphism of this group. For this reason, we all the
relativity of noninertial frames desribed above, reiproal relativity.
2. Relativisti quantum mehanis
2.1. Speial relativisti quantum mehanis. Partile states in quantum the-
ory are represented by rays Ψ in a Hilbert spae H. Rays are equivalene lasses of
states |ψ〉 ∈ H dened up to a phase, |ψ˜〉 ≃ |ψ〉 if |ψ˜〉 = eiω|ψ〉 with ω ∈ R. Rays
are transformed from one to another through projetive transformations that are
unitary (or antiunitary) transformations up to a phase.
Due to Wigner's work [6℄, speial relativisti quantum mehanis is now un-
derstood in terms of the projetive representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz
group. Projetive representations are equivalent to the unitary, (or antiunitary
7
),
representations ̺ of the entral extension of this group [7℄. As desribed in Appen-
dix A, entral extensions arise either algebraially through the addition of essential
generators to the enter of the algebra that onform to the Jaobi identities, or topo-
logially where the group is lifted to its universal over and the entral elements
are the rst homotopy group. Makey's method for semidiret produt groups
may be used to determine the unitary irreduible representations (see Appendix B)
[8, 9, 10℄.
The speial relativity line element (7) is invariant under O(1, 3) ≃ D4⊗sL where
D4 ≃ Z4 is the 4 element disrete PCT group and L is the proper orthohronous
Lorentz group.
L ⊂ SO(1, 3) ⊂ O(1, 3). (46)
The projetive representations of G = O(1, 3) ⊗s T (4) are equivalent to the
unitary representations ̺ of the entral extension of this group (Appendix A) [6, 7℄.
The algebrai extension is trivial and therefore the entral extension Gˇ of G is
the over, Gˇ ≃ G. The over of the disrete group is itself D4 ≃ D4 and the
Lorentz group has a 2-1 over L = SL(2,C). Speial relativity is then the unitary,
or antiunitary, representation of the (extended) Poinaré group P = Gˇ ≃ D4 ⊗s
SL(2,C)⊗s T (4)8. The two Casimir invariant operators for the Poinaré group are
C1 = η
a,bPaPb and C2 = η
a,bWaWb with Wa = ǫ
b,c,d
a Lb,cPd.
7
Antiunitary representations are required for the extended group that inludes the disrete
automorphisms. We refer here-on only to unitary representations and leave this understood.
8
PCT is an approximate symmetry that is not always appliable.
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The unitary representations of the Poinaré group have been extensively studied
and it is not our purpose to repeat it here. We note only that the usual single
partile wave equations for single partile states, Klein-Gordon, Dira, Maxwell
and so forth result from the solution of the eigenvalue equations of the Hermitian
representation of the Casimir invariants
Cˆα |ψ
〉
= cα |ψ 〉with |ψ 〉 ∈ H̺, α = 1, 2...Nc. (47)
where the eigenvalues are c1 = −µ2 and c2 = s(s+1)µ2 with µ interpreted as mass
and s as intrinsi spin or heliity.
This method may be applied to other homogeneous relativity groups K. The rel-
ativisti quantum mehanis is the projetive representations of the inhomogeneous
group G = K ⊗s T (n). Projetive representations of a group G are equivalent to
unitary representations of the entral extension of the group, Gˇ [7℄. The unitary
representations, and the orresponding Hilbert spae of states, are determined by
the Makey method. The single partile wave equations are given by the eigenvalue
equations of the representations of the Casimir invariant operators (47) [10℄.
2.2. Reiproally relativisti quantum mehanis. Reiproally relativisti
quantum mehanis generalizes speial relativisti quantum mehanis to noniner-
tial frames. The method diretly follows the approah desribed in the previous
setion. Reiproally relativisti quantum mehanis is the projetive representa-
tions of the inhomogeneous unitary group.
As in the speial relativisti ase, the quantum theory onsiders the full symme-
tries that, in this ase are the U(1, 3) orresponding to the O(2, 6) invariane of the
Born-Green metri
9
.
2.2.1. Central extension: the quapleti group. We determine the entral extension
of the Inhomogeneous unitary group in Appendix A. The result is that the entral
extension of the group U(1, 3)⊗sT (8) is the universal overQ(1, 3) of the quapleti
group Q(1, 3) = U(1, 3)⊗s H(4). The over is
Q(1, 3) ≃ T (1)⊗s SU(1, 3)⊗s H(4). (48)
Thus, using the same method as in speial relativisti quantum mehanis, reip-
roal relativisti quantum mehanis is given in terms of the unitary representations
of Q(1, 3)10.
An element g of the speial quapleti group may be written as realized as
g(Γ, w, ι) = g(Γ, 0, 0) · g(I, w, ι) where g(Γ, 0, 0) ∈ SU(1, 3) and g(I, w, ι) ∈ H(4).
This may be realized as the real 10× 10 matries
g(Γ, w, ι) ≃

 Γ 0 00 1 0
0 0 1



 I 0 wζ · w 1 ι
0 0 1

 . (49)
The Γ are the homogeneous transformations Γ(v, f, r) in 3+1 dimensions between
non-inertial frames that are dened in (31). w ∈ R8 and ι ∈ R parameterize the
Heisenberg group [5℄. Calulations are more onvenient if we hoose a omplex
9
It may be neessary to onsider additional disrete symmetries as in the speial relativity ase
10
The algebra of Q(1, 3) and its over are the same and we move between these relatively freely
in these onsiderations. See omment in Appendix C.
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parameterization of this real group. In natural units with c = b = ~ = 1, invariane
of the orthogonal and sympleti metris requires that
Γ =
(
Λ M
−M Λ
)
(50)
where Λ ∈ SO(1, 3) is the Lorentz subgroup. Then, with {w} = {x, y}, x, y ∈ R4
and {x} = {t, q}, {y} = {e, p}11
Ξ =
1
2
(M + iΛ) , z =
1√
2
(x+ iy) . (51)
Ξ ∈ SU(1, 3) are 4 × 4 omplex matries with unit determinant . If ω ∈ U(1) is a
phase, then Υ = ωΞ is an element of the full U(1, 3) = U(1)⊗SU(1, 3) group (29).
This may be written ompatly as the omplex 6× 6 omplex matrix realization of
the quapleti group
g(Υ, z, ι) ≃

 Υ 0 Υ · zz 1 ι
0 0 1

 . (52)
The algebra of the quapleti group is
[Aa,b, Ac,d] = i(ηa,dAc,b − ηb,cAa,d),
[
Z+a , Z
−
b
]
= iηa,bI ,
[Aa,b, Z
+
c ] = −iηa,cZ+b , [Aa,b, Z−c ] = iηb,cZ−a ,
(53)
where U = ηa,bAa,b is the generator of the U(1) group. The Casimir invariants for
the group are [11℄
C0 = I, C1 = η
a,bWa,b, ...
C4 = η
a,bηc,dηe,fηg,hWh,aWb,cWd,eWf,g,
(54)
where it is noted that the number of independent Casimir operators is 5 with
12
Wa,b
.
= Z+a Z
−
b − IAa,b. (55)
Consequently, the seond order invariant is of the form
C2 = N − IU (56)
whereN = ηa,bZ+aZ
−
b and U is the generator of the algebra of U(1) dened above.
The ommutation relations for the Wa,b are
[Aa,b,Wc,d] = i(ηa,dWb,c − ηb,cWd,a),
[Z±c ,Wa,b] = 0,
(57)
and therefore Wc,d are invariant under Weyl-Heisenberg translations
13
. It is impor-
tant to note that both of the terms inWa,b are required in order for the ommutator
11
Note that this means the order of the oordinates (and basis) is now {t, q, e, p} rather than
{t, q, p, e}. This simply a matter that the latter is preferable for the introdutory omments
whereas this ordering enables the omplex basis to be most simply introdued.
12Z
−
b
Z
+
a may also be used in this denition, or any linear ombination with Z
+
a Z
−
b
. From the
ommutation relations, they dier only by a entral element I that does not aet the denition
of the Casimir invariant.
13
The Weyl-Heisenberg group is the semidiret produt of two translation groups. In a sense,
it is a diret nonabelian generalization of our usual onept of translation.
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with Z±c to vanish. The Wc,d obey the same ommutation relations with Aa,b as
does Ac,d in (53). The Casimir invariants of U(1, n) are [12℄
D1 = η
a,bAa,b, ...
D4 = η
a,bηc,dηe,fηg,hAh,aAb,cAd,eAf,g.
(58)
Therefore, (53) are invariant under U(1, n) rotations and it follows that the Cα in
(54) are Casimir invariants of Q(1, n). Note also that it follows immediately that
[Dα, Dβ ] = 0, [Dα, Cβ ] = 0, [Cα, Cβ ] = 0. (59)
2.2.2. Unitary representations of the quapleti group: Hermitian representations of
its algebra. The problem now is to determine the unitary representations of the
group and the orresponding Hermitian representation of the algebra. This is a
semidiret produt with an nonabelian normal subgroup for whih the Makey
representation theory is appliable (see Appendix B) [10, 13℄.
The results are as follows. There are two lasses of representations orresponding
to whether the eigenvalues of the representation of C0 = I are zero or non-zero.
If Iˆ|ψ〉 = 0, the Z±b ommute and this redues to the degenerate ase of the
inhomogeneous group where the normal subgroup is the abelian translation group.
This is not of further interest.
If Iˆ|ψ〉 6= 0, the little group is U(1, 3) itself and the stabilizer is the full quapleti
group. Thus, the representations may be determined without requiring indution
to the full group from the stabilizer.
Using the Makey method, the unitary representation is ̺ = σ ⊗ ρ where σ is
a unitary representation of the little group, whih is U(1, 3), that ats on a Hilbert
spae H
σ
and ρ is a projetive representation of Q(1, 3) that ats on the Hilbert
spae of the unitary representations ξ of the normal subgroup H(4).
The unitary representations of U(1, 3) are known and at on a ountably innite
omplex vetor spae H
σ ≃ V∞ for this non ompat ase
εˆa,b = σ
′ (Aa,b) , σ
′
(
Z±a
)
= 0. (60)
The generators of the Hermitian representation of the algebra of U(1, 3) have om-
mutation relations
[εˆa,b, εˆc,d] = ηb,cεˆa,d − ηa,dεˆc,b. (61)
The projetive representation ρ is an extension of ξ, so that ρ restrited to H(4)
is ξ. As the Weyl-Heisenberg group is the semidiret produt H(n) = T (n) ⊗s
T (n+1), its unitary representations ξ may be determined using the Makey method
[9, 10℄. The Hilbert spae is H
ξ ≃ L2(R4,C). The representation ξ of the Weyl-
Heisenberg group is lifted to the algebra to dene Zˆ±a = ̺
′(Z±a ) = ξ
′(Z±a ) where,
as usual, in a o-ordinate basis
〈x| Zˆ±a |ψ〉 =
(
xa ± ηa,b ∂
∂xb
)
ψ(x) =
(
xa ± ∂
∂xb
)
ψ(x). (62)
These satisfy the algebra[
Zˆ−a , Zˆ
+
b
]
= ηa,bIˆ = ηa,b (63)
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where Iˆ|ψ〉 = |ψ〉 and therefore the Casimir eigenvalue c0 = 114.
As H(4) is nonabelian, it is neessary to onstrut a projetive representation ρ
that redues to ξ when restrited to the normal subgroup, ρ|H(4) = ξ. ρ ats on the
Hilbert spae H
ξ
. This is equivalent to determining a Hermitian
15
representation
ρ′ of the algebra ating on Hξ. As shown in Appendix C, this extension is given
by
Zˆa,b = ρ
′ (Aa,b) = ξ
′
(
Z+a
) · ξ′ (Z−b ) = Zˆ+a Zˆ−b . (64)
These Hermitian dierential operators satisfy the ommutation relations
[
Zˆa,b, Zˆ
+
c
]
= −ηa,c Zˆ+b ,
[
Zˆa,b, Zˆ
−
c
]
= ηb,c Zˆ
−
a ,[
Zˆa,b, Zˆc,d
]
= ηb,cZˆa,d − ηa,dZˆc,b.
(65)
with Zˆa,b and Zˆ
±
c ommuting with the εˆc,b.
Finally, as ̺′ = σ′⊕ρ′ at on the Hilbert spae H̺ ≃ V∞⊗L2(R4,C) where the
generators are given by ̺′(Aa,b) = Aˆa,b = Zˆa,b+ εˆa,b. The Wˆa,b = ̺(Wa,b) dened
in (55), that are used in the denition of the Casimir invariants, are
Wˆa,b = Zˆ
+
a Zˆ
−
b − IˆAˆa,b = −εˆa,b. (66)
The Casimir eigenvalue equations in (47) may then be written out expliitly as
Cˆ0 |ψ
〉
= Iˆ |ψ
〉
= |ψ
〉
,
Cˆ1 |ψ
〉
= ηa,bWˆa,b |ψ 〉 = −ηa,bεˆa,b |ψ
〉
= c1 |ψ
〉
, ...
Cˆ4 |ψ
〉
= ηa,bηc,dηe,fηg,hεˆh,aεˆb,cεˆd,eεˆf,g |ψ
〉
= c4 |ψ 〉 .
(67)
The cα label irreduible representations
16
and are given in terms of the Casimir
invariants of the group U(1, 3) through the σ representation.
The Casimir invariant operators Dˆα = ̺
′(Dα) of the unitary group are [12℄
Dˆα |ψ
〉
= dα |ψ 〉with |ψ 〉 ∈ H̺, α = 1, 2...Nu = n. (68)
where the representations of the Casimir operators are
Dˆ1 |ψ
〉
= ηa,bAˆa,b |ψ 〉 = d1 |ψ 〉 , ...
Dˆ4 |ψ
〉
= ηa,bηc,dηe,fηg,hAˆh,aAˆb,cAˆd,eAˆf,g |ψ
〉
= d4 |ψ
〉
,
(69)
14
If c0 6= 1, then Wˆa,b = (1 − c0)Zˆ
+
a Zˆ
−
b
− εˆa,b and this does not ommute with the Zˆ
±
a and
therefore annot be used to onstrut the Casimirs. This is inorret in [12℄. Thanks to P. Jarvis
for the orret solution.
15
The quapleti group is its own algebrai entral extension.
16
The Casimir invariants are onstant for eah irreduible representation. However, they may
not form a omplete set, additional labels may be required to ompletely speify the irreduible
representations. For semisimple groups and the Poinaré group, they are suient.
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and where Aˆa,b = Zˆa,b+ εˆa,b. Substituting these into the expressions and simpli-
fying (see Appendix C) results in the equations
ηa,b(x
a + ∂∂xa )
(
xb − ∂∂xb
)
= f1(c1, d1)ψ(x),
εˆb,a(x
a + ∂∂xa )
(
xb − ∂∂xb
)
ψ(x) = f2(c1, c2, d1, d2)ψ(x),
εˆcbεˆc,a(x
a + ∂∂xa )
(
xb − ∂∂xb
)
ψ(x) = f3(c1, ...c3, d1...d3)ψ(x),
εˆdb εˆ
c
dεˆc,a(x
a + ∂∂xa )
(
xb − ∂∂xb
)
ψ(x) = f4(c1, ...c4, d1, ...d4)ψ(x),
(70)
with εˆcb = η
c,aεˆa,b. The fα(c1, ..., d1, ...) are polynomials in cβ and dβ . The cβ
label irreduible representations and the dβ label states in the irreduible represen-
tations
17
. This is the set of wave equations that results from one new physial
assumption, the Born-Green metri (27). The εˆc,d are ountably innite dimen-
sional matries as they are the Hermitian representations of the algebra of U(1, 3).
The wave funtions are funtions of R4 and have ountably innite number of om-
ponents. The Hilbert spae on whih these at is H
̺ ≃ V∞⊗L2(R4,C). The wave
funtions are elements of L
2(R4) and not L2(R8) beause the Weyl-Heisenberg
group is required by the entral extension as a diret onsequene of requiring
projetive representations. There is no need for a separate quantization proedure.
3. Disussion
The theory outlined seeks to generalize speial relativity to noninertial frames
18
.
This introdues a reiproally dual relativity priniple that requires fores between
partile states to be bounded by a universal onstant b in addition to speial rela-
tivity requiring veloity between partile states to be bounded by c. Both veloity
and fore are relative. There is no longer the onept of an absolute inertial frame
nor an absolute rest frame
The theory may be regarded as a higher dimensional spaetime where the addi-
tional dimensions of this higher dimensional spaetime are energy and momentum.
That is, these additional dimensions are just as physial as the position and time de-
grees of freedom. Position-time spae
19
is not an invariant subspae for noninertial
observers for whih the transformations between frames are given by the unitary
group. Dierent noninertial observers dene this subspae dierently. In this sense,
position-time spae (that is, our urrent onept of spaetime) has beome relative.
Energy-momentum may transform into spae-time. In the inertial limit b→∞, an
invariant position-time spae is reovered [14℄.
The bound b of relative fores means that fore singularities annot exist. A the-
ory that is invariant under the noninertial group will bound these eets through
noninertial relativisti eets that result from the generalized onept of ontra-
tions and dilations (34). Other approahes to resolving these singularities inlude
assume a minimum length or a maximum aeleration [15, 16, 17, 18℄.
Quantum mehanis is formulated by identifying physial states with rays in
a Hilbert spae. This leads to projetive representations of the inhomogeneous
17
As noted previously, this labeling may not be omplete
18
Note that in general relativity, partiles that are only under the inuene of gravity follow
geodesis and so are loally inertial. The problem of determining a orresponding generalization
of the theory desribed here to a manifold that is urved (and in this ase nonommutative) has
not yet been studied.
19
That is, our usual onept of spaetime
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noninertial relativity group. These are the unitary representations of the entral
extension that is the over of the quapleti group. This group has the Weyl-
Heisenberg group as the normal subgroup with the assoiated Heisenberg algebra.
Thus the basi Heisenberg relations result from requiring projetive representations
of the inhomogeneous group for the noninertial frames.
The Hilbert spae of the Weyl-Heisenberg group H(4) is L2(R4) not L2(R8).
Thus the wave funtions are a funtion of a four dimensional subspae of ommuting
degrees of freedom. One suh set is position-time but three additional anonial sets
may also be used. This is simply represented by arranging the basis of the algebra
{T,Qi, Pi, E} into a quad with the four generators on eah fae ommuting.
T Qi
Pi E
(71)
Just as nonrelativisti mehanis must be obtained from the limit c → ∞, we
must obtain speial relativisti quantum mehanis from the reiproal relativisti
quantum mehanis in the limit b → ∞. The next step in this investigation is to
determine whether the wave equations for single partile states determined from
the representations of the quapleti group redue to the speial relativity inertial
ase in the limit b→∞20.
I would like to thank Peter Jarvis for disussions on the ideas presented here
that have greatly failitated their development.
4. Appendix A: Central extensions of Lie groups
The projetive representation of a Lie group is equivalent the unitary (or antiuni-
tary) representation of the entral extension of the group [7℄. The entral extension
is algebrai or topologial or both. Consider rst the algebrai extension. Suppose
{Xα} are the generators of the Lie group G with ommutators
[Xα, Xβ ] = C
γ
α,βXγ (72)
with α, β, ... = 1, .. dim(G). Then, the entral extension is the addition of a entral
generator Ia, [Xα, Ia] = 0, with ommutator
[Xα, Xβ ] = C
γ
α,βXγ + C˜
a
α,βIa. (73)
a = 1, ...m where m is the dimension of the entral extension. This new ommu-
tation relation must also satisfy the Jaobi identities
[Xγ , [Xα, Xβ]] + [Xα, [Xβ , Xγ ]] + [Xβ , [Xγ , Xα]] = 0. (74)
Clearly C˜γα,β = C
γ
α,β is a trivial solution involving only the redenition Xγ →
Xγ + Iγ and need not be onsidered.
A diret alulation using the struture onstants for the inhomogeneous Lorentz
group shows that there are no nontrivial solutions in this ase. On the other hand, a
diret omputation for the inhomogeneous unitary group, U(1, n)⊗sT (2n+2), with
the generators of the algebra satisfying (53) shows that there is a one dimensional,
20
At rst glane this does not seem likely to be the ase partiularly due to the wave funtions
having ountably innite dimensional omponents. For an example of the eets of limits, reall
that the ordinary three dimensional nonrelativisti quantum harmoni osillator has the Hilbert
spae Z⊗ L2(R3,C). The lassial limit has a Hilbert spae L2(S2,C).
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(m = 1) entral extension suh that [Z+a , Z
−
b ] = iIηa,b. This is the algebra of the
Heisenberg group.
21
The topologial extension is the universal over G of G where
π : G → G with ker(π) ≃ D. (75)
D is an abelian disrete subgroup that is the entral extension that is also the rst
homotopy group. For the ase of a semidiret produt of matrix groups where
G = K ⊗s N , the over is given by G = K ⊗s N .
It is well known that SL(2,C) is a double over of the Lorentz group L, π :
SL(2,C)→ L with ker(π) ≃ D ≃ Z2. The translation group is simply onneted
and is its own over and so the entral extension of the inhomogeneous proper
orthohronous Lorentz group is SL(2,C)⊗s T (4).
The quapleti group may be written as Q(1, 3) = U(1) ⊗s SU(1, 3) ⊗s H(4).
SU(1, 3) is simply onneted and is its own over. The over of the U(1) group is
the translation group
π : T (1)→ U(1) with ker(π) ≃ Z. (76)
The Weyl-Heisenberg group is simply onneted and is its own over. Therefore,
the entral extension of the inhomogeneous unitary group U(1, 3)⊗s T (8) is
Q(1, 3) ≃ T (1)⊗s SU(1, 3)⊗s H(4). (77)
5. Appendix B: Unitary irreduible representations of semidiret
produt groups
The problem of determining the unitary irreduible representations of a general
lass of semidiret produt groups has been solved by Makey [8℄. Appliation
to the Weyl-Heisenberg and quapleti groups may be found in [9, 19℄. Makey
formulates the theorem for a very general lass of groups. All the groups under
onsideration are well behaved, real matrix Lie groups and their overs for whih
the onditions are suient for the theorems to apply. The Makey theorems are
reviewed in [10℄ and briey summarized here. In addition, the manner in whih the
results lift to the algebra is given as they are required for the determination of the
eld equations.
5.1. Unitary irreduible representations of the Lie group. Suppose that N
and K are matrix groups that are algebrai with unitary irreduible representations
ξ and σ on the respetive Hilbert spaes Hξ and Hσ. Then for z ∈ N , and k ∈ K
ξ(z) : Hξ → Hξ : |φ 〉 7→ ˜|φ 〉 = ξ(z) |φ〉 ,
σ(k) : Hσ → Hσ : |ϕ 〉 7→ ˜|ϕ 〉 = σ(k) |ϕ 〉 . (78)
The general problem is to determine the unitary irreduible representations ̺,
and the Hilbert spae H
̺
on whih it ats, of the semidiret produt G = K⊗sN ,
̺(g) : Hσ → Hσ : |ψ 〉 7→ ˜|ψ 〉 = ̺(g) |ψ 〉 . (79)
The Makey theorems state that these unitary irreduible representations ̺ may
be onstruted by rst determining the representations ̺◦ of the stabilizer groups,
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A semidiret produt must be a subgroup of the group of automorphisms of the normal
subgroup. For the Heisenberg group H(n), this is essentially Sp(2n) ⊗s H(n). SO(1, 3) is not a
subgroup of Sp(4) and so this entral extension is not possible whereas U(1, 3) ⊂ Sp(8) and so it
is possible in this ase.
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G◦ ⊆ G and then using an indution theorem to obtain the representations on the
full group G. A suient ondition for the Makey method to apply is that G,K
and N are matrix groups that are algebrai in the sense that they are dened by
polynomial onstraints on the general linear groups.
The stabilizer group is G◦ = K◦ ⊗s N where the little group K◦ ⊂ K is dened
for eah of the orbits. These orbits are dened by the natural ation of elements
k ∈ K on the unitary dual Nˆ of N . The ation dening the orbits is k : Nˆ → Nˆ :
ξ 7→ ξ˜ = kξ where (kξ)(z) = ξ(k · z · k−1) for all a ∈ N . The little groups K◦ are
dened by a ertain xed point ondition on eah these orbits.
For the ase that N is abelian, the xed point ondition is kξ = ξ and the little
group is K◦ = {k|kξ = ξ}. The representation ̺◦ = σ ⊗ χ ats on the Hilbert
spae H
̺◦ ≃ Hσ ⊗ C. Note that as N is abelian, N ≃ Rn under addition and the
representations are the haraters ξc(z) = χc(z) = e
iz·c
and H
ξ ≃ C.
For the ase that N is not abelian, the xed point ondition is kξ = ρ(k)ξρ(k)−1
and the representation ̺◦ = σ ⊗ ρ ats on the Hilbert spae H̺◦ ≃ Hσ ⊗Hξ. ρ is
a projetive extension of the representation ξ to G◦, ρ(g) : Hξ → Hξ for g ∈ G◦
with ρ|N ≃ ξ. If N is abelian, the extension is trivial, ρ|K ≃ 1 and this redues to
the abelian ase above. Otherwise, the projetive representations ρ are equivalent
to the unitary representations of the entral extension Gˇ◦ of G◦ using the method
of Appendix A.
If the stabilizer is equal to the group, G = G◦ we are done. Otherwise the Makey
indution theorem is required to indue the representation on the full group [10℄.
As the indution theorem is not required for the quapleti group, it is not reviewed
further here.
5.2. Hermitian representation of the Lie algebra. These unitary representa-
tions may be lifted to the algebra. Dene Teξ = ξ
′
, Teσ = σ
′
and Te̺
◦ = ̺◦′.
Assume that G◦ is the entral extension so that representations of the group are
unitary and the algebra are Hermitian. Then for Z ∈ a(N ) ≃ TeN , A ∈ a(K◦) and
W = A+ Z ∈ a(G) we have
̺◦′(W ) : H̺
◦ → H̺◦
= σ′(A)⊕ ρ′(W ) : Hσ ⊗Hξ → Hσ ⊗Hξ
: |ψ 〉 7→ ˜|ψ 〉 = σ′(A) |ϕ
〉
⊗ |φ
〉
⊕ |ϕ
〉
⊗ ρ′(W ) |φ〉 .
(80)
The basis of the algebra satises the Lie algebra
[Aµ, Aν ] = c
λ
µ,νAλ,
[Zα, Zβ] = c
γ
α,βZγ ,
[Aµ, Zα] = c
ν
µ,αAν .
(81)
where α, β.. = 1... dim(N ) and µ, ν.. = 1, .. dim(K). Then, the Hermitian ρ of the
generators (of the entral extension) satises the ommutation relations
[ρ′(Aµ), ρ
′(Aν)] = ic
λ
µ,νρ
′(Aλ),
[ρ′(Zα), ρ
′(Zβ)] = ic
γ
α,βρ
′(Zγ),
[ρ′(Aµ), ρ
′(Zα)] = ic
ν
µ,αρ
′(Aν).
(82)
As we are using Hermitian operators (instead of anti-Hermitian operators), an
i appears in the exponential ̺(k) = e−iAˆ, ̺(n) = e−iZˆ . The ρ′(Aα) at on the
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Hilbert spae H
ξ
and therefore must be elements of the enveloping algebra e(N ) ≃
a(N ) ⊕ a(N )⊗ a(N )⊕ ... . Therefore
ρ′ (Aµ) = d
α
µξ
′ (Zα) + d
α,β
µ ξ
′ (Zα) ξ
′ (Zβ) + .... (83)
These may be substituted into the ommutation relations above to determine the
onstants {dαµ, dα,βµ , ...}. In partiular for, the quapleti group, this leads to (64).
6. Appendix C: Wave equations of the quapleti group
The eigenvalue equations of the Hermitian representations of the Casimir invari-
ant operators dene the wave equations that are the single partile state equations
for the theory (47). These are given expliitly in (67-69). In the following it is
shown that these redue to (70). First note that, from (69)
ηa,bAˆa,b |ψ 〉 = ηa,b(Zˆa,b+εˆa,b) |ψ 〉 = d1 |ψ 〉 (84)
and therefore
Nˆ |ψ〉 = ηa,bZˆ+a Zˆ−b |ψ〉 = f1(c1, d1) |ψ〉 (85)
with f1(c1, d1) = (d1 + c1). As both c1 and d1 are Casimir invariant onstants of
the T (1) group, d1, c1 ∈ R. (Note that for U(1) in the Q(1, 3) ase, d1, c1 ∈ N.)
In a oordinate basis (62), this is the relativisti osillator
(
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂q2
− t2 + q2 − 2m− c1 − n+ 1
)
ψ(t, q) = 0
where we set d1 = 2m. Natural units c = b = ~ = 1 are being used. Boundary
onditions that the wave funtion vanishes at innity require that c1 = 0 andm ∈ N.
It is important to emphasize that ψ(t, q) ∈ L2(R4,C) and so is not onstrained to a
mass shell that auses problems in the interpretation of this equation in the ontext
of speial relativisti quantum mehanis.
The next equation is
ηb,cηa,dAˆa,bAˆc,d |ψ 〉 = ηb,cηa,d(Zˆa,b+εˆa,b)
(
Zˆc,d+εˆc,d
)
|ψ 〉 = d1 |ψ 〉 (86)
By using the ommutation relations for Zˆ±a , it may be shown that
ηb,cηa,dZˆa,bZˆc,d = g2(Nˆ) = Nˆ(Nˆ − n)
This generalizes to gk(Nˆ) = Nˆ(Nˆ − n)k−1. Therefore, (86) may be written as
ηb,cηa,dZˆ+a Zˆ
−
b εˆc,d |ψ 〉 = f2(c1, c2, d1, d2) |ψ 〉 (87)
where
f2(c1, c2, d1, d2) =
1
2
(d2 − c2 − g2(d1 + c1)) (88)
This proess may be repeated for higher order equations yielding (70). The ca are
labels for irreduible representations and the da are labels for states within these
irreduible representations.
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